Economic Development Task Force
September 18, 2019 5:30pm
Commission Chambers
AGENDA
I.

CALL TO ORDER

II.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

III.

COMMENTS FROM THE PUBLIC

IV.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES
a. 2-20-19
b. 3-20-19

V.

OLD BUSINESS
a. Discussion of Accomplishments

VI.

NEW BUSINESS
a. Form and Density (requested by Vice Chair Logrande)
b. Moratorium on new bars in the Arts and Entertainment District (requested by
Vice Chair LoGrande)
c. Liaison Report

VII.

ADJOURNMENT

Pursuant to FS. 286.0105, if a person decides to appeal any decision made by the Board, Agency or Commission with respect to
any matter considered at such meeting, or hearing, they will need a record of the proceedings and that for such purposes they
may need to ensure that a verbatim record of the proceedings is made, which record includes the testimony and evidence upon
which the appeal is based.
Any person requiring Auxiliary Aids and Services for the Meeting may call the ADA Coordinator at 954-390-2122 at least two
working days prior to the meeting. If you are Hearing or Speech impaired, please contact the Florida Relay Services by using
the following phone numbers: 1-800-955-8770 (Voice) 1-800-955-8771 (tdd)

WILTON MANORS, Island City

2020 WILTON DRIVE, WILTON MANORS, FLORIDA 33305

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT SERVICES

(954) 390-2180 FAX: (954) 567-6069

Economic Development Task Force (EDTF)
February 20, 2019
Present
Nick Berry, Chair
Tony LoGrande, Vice Chair
Paul Hugo
Ed Lugo
Ilene Schnall
Ken Stone
Justin Proffitt
Not Present
Spencer J Jenkins
Roger Roa
Also Present
Roberta Moore, Community Development Services Director
Introduction of Justin Proffitt
Board Member Proffitt introduced himself to the board and gave a brief summary of his experience.
Approval of Minutes
Board Member Schnall motioned to approve the January 16, 2019 meeting minutes. Vice Chair
LoGrande seconded the motion. The vote was unanimous; the January 16, 2019 meeting minutes were
approved.
Public Comment
There was no public comment.
Calendar Dates
Director Moore stated she included the calendar dates for this year’s EDTF meetings. She questioned if
all the board members are ok with the meeting dates. She suggested looking into changing the April
meeting since three (3) board members stated that they will have to call in. Director Moore stated she will
evaluate schedules to see what dates are possible for April. The EDTF discussed canceling the April
meeting. The EDTF agreed to wait until the March meeting to make this determination.
Discussion of the 2019 EDTF Goals and Objectives
Director Moore provided the annual report document for the EDTF’s Goals and Objectives. Director
Moore drafted the document this year, but the EDTF will need to draft it next year. She stated on the
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The next Goal and Objective discussed was the craft and art show event. The EDTF discussed the
possibility of just changing this to support the Art Walk. Ultimately, the EDTF decided to remove this
from the Goals and Objectives.
The final Goal and Objective discussed was the change in density and height throughout the city.
Director Moore stated staff is currently working on a number of different projects regarding this Goal and
Objective. Staff is working on the code rewrite, hotel feasibility study, the Andrews Ave / Oakland Park
Boulevard Land Use Plan Amendment, urban design analysis of the Comprehensive Plan and the Unified
Land Development Regulations. She stated the recommendations are to eventually get to the point of
higher density. She stated staff is finishing the final few chapters of the Code of Ordinances then moving
to the Unified Land Development Regulations. Director Moore then stated she is anticipating holding a
workshop on the Code of Ordinances prior to presenting it to the City Commission. Board Member
Proffitt thinks the issue of density and height might be a bit premature for this board. He feels that the
EDTF needs to focus on urban design and educating the public. The EDTF discussed this more in depth
and decided the education of the public should be the focus of this board.
Staff Comments
Director Moore stated on February 26, 2019 at 6:15 P.M. Treasure Coast Regional Planning Council will
have the Tri-Rail Coastal presentation. This will be followed at 7 P.M. by the City Commission meeting.
She encouraged all the board members to attend and help spread the word.
Board Member Schnall motioned to adjourn. Board Member Hugo seconded the motion. The vote was
unanimous; the meeting adjourned at 7:04 P.M.
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WILTON MANORS, Island City

2020 WILTON DRIVE, WILTON MANORS, FLORIDA 33305

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT SERVICES

(954) 390-2180 FAX: (954) 567-6069

Economic Development Task Force (EDTF)
March 20, 2019

Present
Nick Berry, Chair
Tony LoGrande, Vice Chair
Paul Hugo
Ed Lugo
Justin Proffitt
Roger Roa (late arrival)
Ilene Schnall
Ken Stone
Not Present
Spencer J Jenkins

Also Present
Justin Flippen, Mayor
Paul Rolli, Commissioner
Roberta Moore, Community Development Services Director
Approval of Minutes
There were no minutes to approve.
Public Comment
There was no public comment.
Discussion of the Fiscal Year 2019/2020
Director Moore stated she included a copy of the EDTF’s Goal and Objectives. She provided this to start
the conversation for budget requests. Chair Berry stated both the Wayfinding Program and “Dine Out
Wilton” are now out of the EDTF’s hands; therefore no funding is required. Board Member Proffitt
questioned what the board has requested funding for in the previous years. Director Moore gave a quick
background of the projects the EDTF requested funding for.
The EDTF had a discussion regarding the Business Enhancement Grant Program. Board Member
Proffitt motioned to request $30,000 for the 2019/2020 budget for the city wide grant with a maximum
payout of $3,000 per applicant. Vice Chair LoGrande seconded the motion. The vote was unanimous;
the motion for funding passed.
The EDTF discussed requesting funding for marketing the city. Director Moore stated the marketing
component of the Economic Development Strategic Plan is being addressed by another department. This
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is not a focus of the EDTF. She will see if Assistant City Manager Landi has anything to provide about
what the city’s plan is for marketing to the board members that are curious.
The EDTF discussed holding a roundtable event to educate the public on increasing density and height
throughout the corridors. The EDTF suggested using the Wilton Manors Business Association and the
Neighborhood Associations to help spread the word. Director Moore questioned what exactly the
funding for the roundtable event would be for. The EDTF stated the funding would go towards:
• Direct mailing to all residents and businesses in the city advertising the event.
• Food for all attendees for the event. This is more than just light refreshments and snacks.
• Hiring a consultant, preferably from the Treasure Coast Regional Planning Council, to come and
provide an educational presentation.
The EDTF proposed the idea of creating boards of residents in each neighborhood to create their vision
for their area. Vice Chair LoGrande nominated Justin Proffitt to be the EDTF member in charge of
coming up with the explanation for the budget request and ultimately in charge of planning the roundtable
event. Board Member Hugo seconded the motion. The vote was unanimous; Board Member Proffitt will
be the EDTF member handling the roundtable event.
Vice Chair LoGrande motioned for the EDTF to support an increase in sustainable density, smart urban
design regulations, and an increase in height citywide. Board Member Schnall seconded the motion. The
vote was unanimous to support the motion.
Board Member Proffitt motioned for the EDTF to support the Treasure Coast Regional Planning
Council’s Station Area Master Plan. Board Member Lugo seconded the motion. The vote was unanimous
to support the motion.
Vice Chair LoGrande motioned to make the remaining metered parking free from the hours of 9:00 a.m.
to 6:00 p.m. during the rest of the narrowing of Wilton Drive. The EDTF has a discussion and ultimately
decided not to support this motion.
Staff Comment
There were no staff comments.
Board Comments
Board Member Schnall questioned if the EDTF wanted to keep the April meeting date because three (3)
of the board members would have to call in. The EDTF discussed this and ultimately decided to keep the
April meeting date. Board Member Stone questioned if there is a conference line the EDTF can use for
next month’s meetings to accommodate multiple call ins. Director Moore stated she will look into it.
Board Member Hugo motioned to adjourn. Board Member Schnall seconded the motion. The vote was
unanimous; the meeting adjourned at 7:19 P.M.
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Wilton Manors
Economic Development Task Force
Accomplishments 2014-2019

August 2019

Mission

The Mission of the Economic Development Task Force is to provide marketing strategies for the
City of Wilton Manors; identify parcels or tracts of land for future redevelopment; and recommend
programs, incentives and ordinances to encourage economic development in the City of Wilton
Manors.

Current Members

Nicholas Berry, Chair
Tony LoGrande, Vice Chair
Paul Hugo

Past Members
Leor Barak
Robert Boo
Teresa Fitzsimmons
Peter Flint
J. Spencer Jenkins
Jason Johnson
Carl Marzola

Ed Lugo
Justin Proffitt
Ilene Schnall
Ken Stone
Joseph Minotto
Joseph Pallant
Roger Roa
Stewart Robin
Dean Trantalis
Grady Kimber White
Stephen Zollo

Accomplishments
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Executed the Tri-Rail Coastal Link presentation which led to the City of Wilton Manors
receiving a$120,000 grant from Treasure Coast Regional Planning Council for master site
planning for a potential train station
Kicked off the efforts to create a wayfinding program which will result in the citywide
branding of a signage system to include gateway, landmark, parking and other directional signs
which will encourage ease of access and more visitors to the Island City.
Initiated the efforts that led to a city wide banner program and the photo spot in Jaycee Park.
Provided the initial input that led to the creation of an Economic Development Strategic Plan
for the City, and continued to offer staff feedback at the elementary stages of
implementation of the Plan.
Created the impetus that led to the Business Enhancement Incentive Grant Program.
Provided staff with ideas and feedback for the proposed changes in the land use designation
process for the redevelopment of Andrews Avenue / Oakland Park Boulevard Corridor
Study
Initiated the concept of a business improvement district for the Arts and Entertainment
District.

second page, the EDTF will see the 2017-2018 Accomplishments and the 2018-2019 Goals and
Objectives. Director Moore than asked the EDTF to discuss each Goal.
The first Goal and Objective discussed was the Tri-Rail Station. The Treasure Coast Regional Planning
Council held a workshop in August of 2018. On February 26, 2019 they will do a presentation on the
prospective Tri-Rail Station to both the public and the City Commission. Once this presentation is
complete, the EDTF will have a better understanding of what they can do for the project. Director
Moore stated she is requesting funds in this year’s budget for this goal. Vice Chair LoGrande questioned
how much money the EDTF has for this project and if it going to be enough to cover anything. Director
Moore stated the EDTF can evaluate this after the presentation. She asked that the EDTF get the word
out about the presentation and be in attendance to show support.
The next Goal and Objective discussed was the Andrews Avenue / Oakland Park Boulevard Land Use
Plan Amendment. Director Moore stated the City Commission gave direction to eliminate some
properties. There is an item on the next meeting agenda to extend the contract with the Mellgren
Planning Group. This will give the Mellgren Planning Group sixty (60) days to finish and then the City
Commission will have the first reading.
The next Goal and Objective discussed was the Wayfinding project. Director Moore stated Axia is on the
last round of revisions for the draft bid documents. She stated she is hopeful these will be to the finance
department in the next week or two. Chair Berry questioned how long the project will be out to bid.
Director Moore stated it will be out to bid for probably thirty (30) days.
The next Goal and Objective discussed was the Economic Development Strategic Plan (EDSP). Director
Moore stated the EDTF spoke about creating a program on sustainability of businesses on certain
corridors. She reminded the EDTF the Wilton Drive Improvement District (WDID) is working on
Wilton Drive. The EDTF discussed a bit of what the WDID is doing as far as sustainability of businesses
to see what they can mirror for the other corridors of the city. Director Moore stated Board Member
Stone is the board liaison for the Economic Development page on the city’s website. Director Moore is
currently waiting on the economic development consultant’s information. The ultimate goal of this
webpage is to help the business community understand the process of operating a business in the city.
The EDTF discussed ideas for the website, as well as, how to get this information out. Chair Berry
questioned about the welcome letter that is supposed to go out to all the new businesses. Director Moore
stated that all the new businesses should be receiving the welcome letter. Board Member Lugo questioned
what might be missing from this welcome letter. Director Moore stated when suggestions are made, they
need to be clear and the EDTF needs to make the changes. Chair Berry questioned if the EDTF can
obtain a copy of the final draft. Director Moore stated she will provide the final draft.
The next Goal and Objective discussed was the Dine Out Wilton Manors event. Board Member Stone
provided all the information required for this event; however, there is a lack of funding this fiscal year.
Director Moore stated the EDTF needs to discuss having businesses willing to participate. She provided a
list of businesses identified as restaurants. Vice Chair LoGrande stated he feels in order for this event to
be successful, there needs to be a certain level of restaurant and he does not feel that Wilton Manors has
enough of these establishments. Due to this, the event might actually make the city look bad and feels the
EDTF should wait until there are enough restaurants of that caliber. The EDTF decided to table this
item.
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Warren Logan Wants the Bay Area to Plan With Him - CityLab

CIT\'!./413
www.citylab.com

Thank you for printing content from www.citylab.com. If you enjoy this piece, then please check back soon for
our latest in urban-centric journalism.

A woman with a cane stood facing the comer of a Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) station. She was blind,
and trying to make her way out through an exit. But the gate wasn't where she thought it would be.
Warren Logan, an Oakland-based transit policymaker, approached her and asked if she needed help.
She told him that she was headed to the LightHouse for the Blind and Visually Impaired center. After
years of traveling into and out of San Francisco, she'd gotten the commute there down to a science. Hop
onto the fifth car. Get out at Civic Center station. Tum left. Take an escalator up. Walk three feet to the
left, and through the gate. But this time, she'd followed the path, and gotten stuck in a comer.

https://www.citylab.com/transportation/20 19/08/city-planning-transportation-oakland-commu nity-engagement/596050/?utm_ source=newsletter&silverid . . .
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What must have happened, Logan finally realized, is that on this day she'd boarded an eight-car train
instead of the usuallO-car train. That small discrepancy meant she'd gotten on the wrong escalator, and
ended up walking three feet left into a wall.
BART operators take care to place their doors in precise, consistent positions every time they park, but
sometimes models and placements change. Conductors announce approaching stops, but sometimes the
sound is garbled. These variables are tiny, but they matter.
For Logan, who became Policy Director of Mobility and Interagency Relations for the Mayor's Office of
Oakland in July, this interaction was a breakthrough for him. "That is what I remind myself every day
about transportation planning," he says. "There are people who fundamentally depend on the details."
And it's these personal stories he wants to keep hearing.
One place he doesn't hear enough of them is at traditional public forums like community meetings, he
says. Research shows that the people who speak in City Hall forums are generally whiter and wealthier
homeowners, who are likely to oppose things like new development. But in Oakland, Logan is working
with the city administration to create new pathways for folks from all backgrounds to participate.
CityLab sat down with Logan in his Oakland City Hall office to discuss what he thinks are the right
ways to get the community engaged in city policy-making, why Oakland embraced scooters, and how to
start measuring the joy of taking transit, not just the efficiency. The interview has been edited for clarity
and condensed.
What drew you to work in cities?
My grandfather, who is 102 years old as of April, was the first African-American Board of Realtors
president and the first African-American realtor in Southern California. And one of the things that he's
really instilled in our family is understanding how important it is to engage our civic leaders-or frankly
be a civic leader-as often as you can, in every way that you can. Because it is not uncommon, and in fact
it is deliberative sometimes, to exclude low-income people of color. One of my major goals following this
family lineage of sorts is to dismantle that behavior.
How do you bring that perspective to your work in the transportation space?
Everyone is a transportation planner when they wake up in the morning and say, "I need to get from my
home to my job or to drop off the kids before work." And if you ask anyone what's your tip for getting
from A to B, they11 give you what they think to be the best way to get there.
The difference, though, between each individual person and the people who are responsible for
engaging all citizens, is that we think about everyone's-albeit selfish, understandably-rationale for
what they would do to improve the system, and chart a course forward to understanding all those
different opinions.

https:llwww.citylab.com/transportation/20 19/08/city-plann ing-transportation-oakland-commu nity-engagement/596050/?utm_ source=newsletter&silverid ...
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If you ask a lot of people-and frankly most people in Southern California, maybe a little bit here [in the
Bay Area] -what would you do to fix the congestion problem, they might say "widen the road." And
from an engineering standpoint, that is the last thing you should do. That's where a transportation
planner has to wrestle with what people might assume would be the best solution, and what is
technically the best situation, without being [paternalistic].
One of the things I challenge myself and others to do every day is to dig deeper into these "Five Whys":
"Why is it that you think that you need to widen the freeway?" And more importantly, "Why are you
driving?" And then, "Why are you driving at this time?"
Because oftentimes I think a lot of families are like, "It's not that I want to drive, it's that I chose an
affordable place to live that is nowhere near my job. And there is nothing I can do about that." And so
unless you want to extend BART out to this place, this is what we're doing right now.
There's a woman who represents District 6 here in Oakland, and [when approached with a proposal to
build bike lanes] she said, "It's not that we're against bike lanes, it's that we don't have anywhere to bike
to." And that really stuck with me. It's not just about bicycle safety. It's also about land use and
commercial investment. And that's the foundation of city planning. It' s connecting all of those dots.
What are the ways people traditionally participate and talk to government, and what's the ideal way
to do so?
The most traditional style is a public meeting. We put up a notice saying, "Hear, Hear, please come
down to City Hall to talk about this subject." And during that song and dance you have someonemaybe it's a product manager or your council member or even.the mayor-providing a slideshow
presentation, and then there' s a time for people to provide public comments. Every good city planner is
trying to move as far away from that as possible.
Lately, a lot of planners will have what are called "open houses" where, again, we invite you to come to
a central place and you might walk around a room and share your opinions with different project staff,
and during that time you can ask questions and get answers. But there's still sort of this transactional
relationship: You come into a place and share your brief opinion about something, and then I'm
shuffling that all up with everything that everyone has said.
Then there's a workshop, where again, folks are typically coming to governments. We sit around a table
and we ask a series of questions. I could ask you, how might you address the congestion problem? And
instead of me trying to personally wrestle with all of the different pieces and come back to a silo, I will
actually bring 10 people around the table and say, let's wrestle with this together. You all can debate
with each other, and I can help guide that conversation. That's much closer to the ideal, where we are
creating a solution together.

https:l/www.citylab.com/transportation/20 19/08/city-planning-transportation-oakland-community-engagement/596050/?utm_ source=newsletter&silverid ...
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The next two forms of engagement are online engagement and surveys; helping reach folks who can't
come to a location. And then the most important-and this is the way that I like to engage with peopleis bringing City Hall to you.
If you call me or email me or tweet at me and say, "I have a concern and I want to talk to you," 111 say,

"Where are you, and can I come meet you there?" That's one of the big mantras that we have here in
City Hall: blowing up City Hall, really trying to reformat the way that we engage with people, and
bringing the government to you.

"r"rhe Yo ice that gets heard is the squeaky 'Yheel....-\ltd that's not fair. r"rhere
are lots of people "Tho literally do not haYe tinte to be the squeak')T "Theel."

It used to be the best architects made good city planners because it was about form and vision and about

this patriarchal look: very Robert Moses. And now we are trending towards design thinking: How do we
train leaders to listen instead of to speak?
We're not always going to agree. There are plenty of times that people disagree with things I've
proposed but they feel comfortable to tell me directly. And they also feel comfortable suggesting other
options. I'd rather people say that we don't always agree, but at least he listens to me.
From your experience in the traditional public meeting format, whose voices are generally heard, and
why?
Traditionally, the people whose voices are heard are wealthy homeowners. The voice that gets heard is
the squeaky wheel-the squeaky wheel gets the grease. And that's not fair, in part because there are lots
of people who literally do not have time to be the squeaky wheel.
If traditionally cities rely on that one community meeting at City Hall at 5:00 p.m.-I think about just

regular folks, let alone the low-income parent with two kids working three jobs wrangling with their
commute. It is not fair! Or even to require people to come to a central location, to speak their ten cents
for a limited two minutes, is not fair.
That's one form of government that we are really trying to push against. And by we, I mean this office,
this city council, this administration.
A lot of times government agencies have made up their mind, and now they're just doing due diligence
to inform you-not outreach, not engagement-to inform you [of a decision], and you have a moment to
say your piece and make it quick.
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That's the thing that I'm trying to work against, too. For example, our bike plan, Let's Bike Oakland,
starts with "Here's what we heard," not "Here's what we told you." Oakland DOT went to public
meetings that were hosted by other community groups. They went to festivals, to street fairs, and just
really met people where they were.
I think there's this false idea that community members aren't speaking and sharing their opinions.
People are having this conversation. It's just that government isn't there to listen.
So how do you let people know that the government wants to listen in new formats, and then how do
you make sure you're in the right place to actually engage?
One of the things that we're working on here is, how do we hear from people through Twitter? There are
plenty of times people will tweet at me saying, "Warren, my sidewalk is cracked." We need to find a way
to funnel that into a process, or create a new process.

"You can't just sar''That you don't "Tant. You also haYe to say1Yhat is the
ideal."

The San Francisco Bicycle Coalition recently had their own Oprah moment, where they said, "You get a
bike rack, you get a bike rack." They told people to tum on the location services of their phone, and then
tweet @sfbike and take a picture of where they wanted a bike rack. They set up an online form so that on
their end, they could fill out a bike-rack request based on that location. You could complain on social
media, and someone could scrape that information, and say, "I heard you."
Not everyone's on Twitter, of course, though. When you're in these more face-to-face meetings, or
more workshop-style formats, how do you facilitate good conversations?
You can't just say what you don't want. You also have to say what is the ideal. Because there are laws
that are restrictive and then there are laws that are encouraging. And I want to shift folks towards the
policymaking of, "What is our vision?"
111 use scooters is an example: A lot of people say these scooters shouldn't be on the sidewalks. That's
true. And then the next question is, where do you want them to go? I don't think that people are able to
necessarily make the leap to say, "How might we create a safe environment to scoot ... in a safe location
that does not impede on the pedestrian right of way, and also keeps riders safe from dangerous
vehicular movement?" It turns out that I might be able to encourage you to look at cycle tracks or
protected bikeways in a totally different way, just based on your frustration that scooters are on
sidewalks.
https://WW'W.citylab.com/transportation/2019/08/city-planning-transportation-oakland-community-engagement/596050/?utm_source=newsletter&silverid .. .
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Speaking of scooters! What are the things that people get most angry about and what are the things
people get most excited about in community forums?
People get angry about change. I think people get angry and not excited when they weren't involved in
making the decision for the change; and when they felt like they weren't included or they don't
understand, or they don't trust the decision. When people feel like something is happening to them.
The tenor in Oakland is really different from San Francisco, in that we don't get a lot of "don't"; we get a
lot of "do it faster."
We just passed this enormous funding measure called Measure KK to reP-ave 100 miles of P-avement over
three y:ears in Oakland. Before that, we had the "pothole vigilantes." The city wants to be able to pave
their own roads. But by the same token you have these folks who were like, "if the city's not going to do
it, 111 do it. I11 raise money in my community, I11 go buy the asphalt, and I11 fix the pothole."
That says a lot about Oakland. You have so many awesome residents who say, "We're gonna get it done.
I can't tell you how-it might be messy, and it's not going to be perfect-but we're going to be creative,
and we're going to be fast about it."

When you have people in your community with a lot of opinions, is it hard to balance the perceived
will of the people and your own sense of what's right and wrong for a city?
Yes, it is hard to balance people's interests, of course. It is especially challenging to have enough time
and trust to really have these conversations. The other challenge is that I feel really strongly about
certain things that I don't think we should ever compromise on.
When you think about design guidance for Vision Zero, for example, you want to provide what's called
daylighting at intersections: You take 30 feet to be a red zone, S<? that as you're driving and approaching
the crosswalk you can see the person walking much easier, and the person walking can see you. On its
face, if you ask someone, "Shall we make our streets safer?" they11 say yes. [If you ask them], "Shall we
take away parking to make our streets safer?" they11 say no.
Frankly, that is not a tradeoff I'm willing to make. That' s my personal, professional opinion. But those
are the kinds of tradeoffs or challenging debates we have to have.
There are businesses that feel that certain bicycle improvements along streets are going to damage their
business. It always comes back to parking. But when you get to a deeper conversation, what you're
really saying is, "It's not this bike lane. It's that the city didn't do better public engagement when they
were doing a facade campaign. Or, there aren't enough mitigations for the construction during that
process. Or better yet, the design doesn't go far enough. Don't just put a bike lane-actually put
landscape medians so that it's an attractive space." But a lot of folks don't know what they can ask for.
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So that's the hard part. People are talking about different things all at the same time. I'm talking about
bike lanes, you're talking about parking, and they're talking about business development. And yet it's all
surrounding the same capital improvement that we're negotiating over.
How much influence do community members have over developing policies at the city level, besides
soliciting feedback on a policy draft? Are there examples of times you wouldn't have acted without a
critical mass of people saying, "We want this"?
Telegraph Avenue right over here is a good example. Originally that street was designed to be a buffered
bikeway, and typically buffered bikeways along commercial corridors end up having a lot of double
parking. So the Bicycle Coalition really rallied their team to encourage the city to consider protected
bikeways, because it takes up the same amount of space, but it protects the bicyclists from double
parking. And so we ended up switching the design.
Another example is scooters in Oakland. Scooters in Oakland are very different from scooters in San
Francisco in that, for a time, we had scooters in Oakland, and no scooters in San Francisco. Lime posted
[in May] that they had their one millionth scooter triP- in Oakland alone, in like, eight months. And that's
insane.

"Xo one ''T
ould say, 'I think li. .Ut"r is fun.' llut is there sotuething I can do
to tttake ltUt"f fun?"

And the reason for that is because a lot of the people that we were seeing on the scooters were y:oung
black and brown P-eOP-le. This is a group that has been disproportionately impacted by virtually every
other mode of transportation and left out of virtually every other mobility conversation. And now they
have found something to help them move around the city. Why would we take that away now?
How do you prove something like scooters or bike lanes are working for a community, or are at least
popular among certain groups of people?
There are two ways to go about changing hearts and minds. Some cities focus a lot on data. You collect
as much data as you can and present it and say, 99 percent of people feel this way so we should do X.
That being said, I think that we also have to find a way to expose people' s lived experiences and to share
stories in a way that can be really rich.
With data, we're getting better at collecting how people are traveling. You took a scooter here, and now
that is represented in the data that we're going to get from scooter companies. That said, it doesn't
capture that you were looking for a bike, and you couldn't find one. And so it is my job to ask you,
"What did you want to do? What would you like to do? What would be your ideal?"
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Because what I don't have in terms of data is that. I only have the part that you did take a scooter, [not
what you didn't do.] You need both.

And how do you get both?
We're working on it. That's something that I would say is an area that the transportation planners and
frankly governments writ large need to work on. I think part of it is these kinds of conversations-we
just need to ask.
The other thing, too, is that we need to think about the way that we measure success. It's not always the
way people make decisions. For example, [news reports and planners will] say this transportation
improvement is going to save you five minutes on your commute. That might be good!
But you might say, well, the five minutes might not help me. Some parents say, for example, in San
Francisco and I think here, too, that they actually like driving their kids to school because it's the time
that they get to spend with their kid uninterrupted. How do we assign value to that type of relationship?
Similarly, people say, "I like to drive because it gives me enough time to listen to podcasts. I don't mind
that much traffic because I'm learning a new language." I live a mile and a half from this office.
Normally, I bike. Today I chose to walk, and the reason for that is because it's a nice sunny day outside,
and I wanted to walk next to the lake. But we don't really measure the joy of some kinds of mobility
experience.
What really has caused me to think about that more comprehensively is because if you ask people who
are hopping off of a scooter and parking it, "What do you think about scooters?" they'll say two things,
in this order: They are tons of fun, and they are super dangerous.
The fact that they made that connection-it's fun-is something that we don't assign to public transit.
No one would say, "I think BART is fun." But is there something I can do to make BART fun? We're
spending a lot of money and time trying to identify policies for the mega-measure, Faster Bay: Area. It's a
$100 billion measure to improve public transit service in the Bay, among other things.
But nowhere in there is likely to include, how do we make transit fun? This is sort of crazy, but what if
we spent $1 billion trying to make public transit fun? People have told me, "I don't feel like I have
dignity when I stand at this bus stop." We think about making public transit efficient, secure, and
sustainable-all good metrics. But how do we make public transit dignified?
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